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Easy Data Centralization with Webster

Introducing Webster, an online web based
platform, similar to an SDK, that is used to
consolidate and centralize the database for time
and attendance. With the Webster platform, you
can access raw time attendance data anywhere
and everywhere using an internet browser.
Webster also has the capacity to act as a platform
between a reader and the TCMS V2 bundled
software or even TimeTec, the newly released
web-based attendance solution. Webster will pull
the raw data from the FingerTec terminals in a
real-time manner and allow any other configured
third party program to connect with it and
download the data for further analysis. With the
available function of logging into your Webster
account from anywhere at anytime, Webster is
truly a convenience you wouldn’t want to miss.

Real-Time Data Transferring
Real-time user info, transaction log
and terminal data transmission and
synchronize to Webster server via
internet connection (http protocol)
making it secure and stable.

Supports Ethernet, Wi-Fi and
GPRS Connection
Terminal supports to connect to
Webster server by using Ethernet,
Wi-Fi or GPRS connection from
different locations.

Data Centralization

Remote Monitoring Terminal

Centralize over hundreds of
terminals to a single Webster
database
for
easier
data
manipulation.

Remote monitor terminals activity
and control terminals from
different locations.

Automatic Date and Time
Synchronization

Web Based Management

Automatic
date
and
time
synchronization with Webster
server and supports different time
zone for each terminal from
different locations.

After the initial installation of
Webster, management of Webster
can be done simply via the web
and compatible with several web
browsers like IE, Firefox, Chrome,
Safari, Opera and etc.

Simplified Data Processing

Integration Made Easy

With Webster, it is simple for the
TCMS V2 or any other third party
software to login and download
attendance data for further
processing.

Webster acts as a platform that
centralizes data from FingerTec
terminals, making it easy for you to
integrate any third party software
at any point of time by accessing
the Webster MySQL database.
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User A: TCMS V2

User B: Webster Software

By using the TCMS V2 to access
the Webster database users
can retrieve the data and
generate attendance data and
report.

User C: Third Party Software

Webster SDK

By using the Webster SDK, user
is able to develop software to
manage and control the
FingerTec terminal, user information, fingerprint template
and transaction logs.

User can integrate the 3rd party
software with the Webster by
accessing the Webster database to retrieve the data.

Webster software is a web
application to manage the
terminal, user information,
fingerprint
template
and
transaction logs.

Advantages of a Webster Integrated System
• Data is easily and remotely centralized in one single
server.
• Large data storage without having to worry about
housekeeping.
• Easily integrated with TCMS V2 or any other third
party software.
• Management of data is all done via the web.

• Branch and HQ management easily done from
any location.
• Firewall friendly (using standard port 80)
• Uses the latest Microsoft technology, Visual
Studio .NET 2010 on .NET Framework 4.0.
• Uses MySql Database: the world’s most popular
open source, reliable & fast database.

Webster-Enabled Terminals
Black & white screen models:

AC100

TA100

AC900

R2

R2 & R2c

H2i

Kadex

Colour screen models:

AC100C

TA100C

TA100TC

Note: Black & white screen models with "W" indicates that the
terminal is Webster-enabled.

TA200 Plus & Q2i

i-Kiosk 100 Plus

Face ID 2

Face ID 3
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